Plants are important to human life since plants provide the food, shelter, rain, building material, medicine, fuel such as coal, wood, etc. Therefore, planting, growing, and protecting the plants is essential for sustainable development of any nation. The plant disease can affect the growth of the plats that is caused by pathogens, living microorganisms, bacteria, fungi, nematodes, viruses, and living agents. Hence, identifying the plant disease is very essential to protect the plants in the early stage. Moreover, the plant diseases are identified from the symptoms that appear in stem, fruit, leaf, flower, root, etc. The common symptom of the plant disease can be predicted from the appearance of leaf since the appearance of leaves highly depends on the healthiness of the plant. Therefore, this paper presents a system to identify the lesion leaf from the plants in order to detect the disease occurred in the plant. This system is developed using the bag of visual words model. Moreover, the real time images are collected for various plants and tested with this system and the system produces better results for the given set of images.
I. INTRODUCTION
Plants play a vital role in improving the quality of healthy life of the humankind and animals. Moreover, plants are important to human life since plants provide the food, shelter, building material, medicine, fuel such as coal, wood, etc. Plants protect the environment by preventing soil erosion from rain, floods and earthquake. They also and prevent the air pollution by observing carbon dioxide and releasing the oxygen. Plants also provide food and shelter for wild animals. The crops and plants contribute to the economy of the nation by yielding fruits, vegetables, flower, grain, and nuts and medicine. Moreover, the wood plants provide wood for construction, furniture, paper etc. The degraded plants are used as fertilizer and to produce biofuel [1] . Therefore, planting, growing, and protecting the plants is important for sustainable development of any nation. The plant disease that is caused by pathogens, living microorganisms, bacteria, fungi, nematodes, viruses, and living agents can affect the growth of the plants. Hence, identifying the plant disease is very essential to protect the plants from the disease in early stage.
The plant diseases are identified from the symptoms appears in stem, fruit, leaf, flower, root, etc. The common symptoms of plant disease can be predicted from the appearance of leaf since the appearance of leaves highly depends on the healthiness of the plant.
Many researchers paid attention with different approaches to detect plant disease by identifying the quality of leaves such as normal leaf or lesion (affected) leaf. However, in common method, the leaf images are collected from the plants such as affected and unaffected leaf. Then, the features are extracted from the images and the features are used to train the classification model using any one of the supervised machine learning algorithm [2] . From the classification model, the unlabeled leaf is identified whether it is affected leaf or not.
Therefore, this paper presents a system to identify the lesion leaf from the plants in order to detect the disease occurred in the plant. This system is developed using the bag of visual words model. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the related works. Section III explains the plant disease detection system and Section IV discusses the results. Section V concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORKS
This section presents the research works that are carried out by many researchers that are related to the proposed research work. In general, the plant disease is identified through the appearance of the leaf. If the leaf is identified as affected leaf, then the corresponding plant is identified as the diseased plant. In order to identify the disease affected leafs, leafs are collected from the plants and the image processing is performed on the images for extracting features. Then, the machine learning algorithm is used to build the model and leafs are tested with the model for identifying the affected leaf.
The researchers use different approaches for feature extraction and image detection and the researchers paid attention to detect diseases for different plants. Ganesan P et al presented a disease affected plant leave detection system. This system works in CIELuv color space with fuzzy based approach. To identify the disease affected plant leaf, initially, the leaf images are collected through any one of the image acquisition devices from the affected and unaffected plants. Then, the image preprocessing is performed on the images using median filter to remove the noise from the images. Further, these images are transformed from the RGB to CIELuv color space and the image is sharpened with fine details of the image for image enhancement. The fuzzy-based segmentation method is used to segment the images. Then, the image quality parameters are used to distinguish the disease affected parts and the unaffected portions of the leaves [3] .
Aakanksha Rastogi et al proposed a system for detecting the leaf disease and grading using fuzzy logic technique and computer vision. The proposed system consists of two phases. In the first phase, the features are extracted from the leaf image and the classification is carried out using artificial neural network (ANN). In the second phase, the k-means clustering is used to segment the defected area, then the features are extracted and the ANN is used for classification. Moreover, this system grades the disease based on the infected level of the disease on the leaf [4] .
Herbals provide the medicinal benefit. Hence, Robert G. de Luna presented a system to recognize the medicine plant of Philippine herbal. This system is developed using the feature extraction technique and artificial neural network for plant recognition. This system also provides the information about the diseases that can be cured by the Philippine herbal [5] . Sachin D. Khirade et al suggested another plant disease detection system. This system is developed using five phases of image processing techniques namely image acquisition, preprocessing, segmentation, extraction and detection [6] .
The viruses that affect the leaf and the plant must be detected in early stage so as to save the plants. Namita Sengar presented a plant disease system for detecting the Ageratum enation virus (AEV) which affects the health of the plant. In order to identify AEV infected plant, the texture based images are collected from the infected and uninfected plants. From, the collected red green blue (RGB) color images the blue channel is selected, and this channel is divided into blocks. Then the statistical and Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) features are extracted from these blocks and the significant features are identified. Then, a threshold value is fixed for the significant features to differentiate the infected plant image and unindicted plant image [7] .
Paddy fields are the source of food for more country. Xiaochun Mai et al presented a rice leaf blast disease identification system using random forest classifier. In order to identify the disease, the leaf images are collected, resized, color is adjusted and the simple linear iterative clustering (SLIC) is used to perform the segmentation process. Then, the regional feature is extracted and the random forest classifier is used for classification of rice leaf [8] .
Auzi Asfarian et al presented a paddy diseases identification method. In this method, the texture analysis is performed using the Fourier spectrum-based fractal descriptors. The extracted descriptors of each lesion image are used to build the classification model using probabilistic-based neural networks [9] . Santanu Phadikar et al presented a rice disease identification system using pattern recognition. Moreover, this system uses the soft computing technique [10] .
Some of the researchers paid attention to develop plant disease detection system for different plants such as Grape, Citrus, Groundnut, Flower, Pepper and Tomato. For example, Harshal Waghmare et al proposed Grape plant disease detection and classification system. This system extracts the opposite colour local binary pattern features from the leaf images and the automated decision supported system is used for detecting the disease affected leaf [11] .
Kiran R. Gavhale et al developed an image processing approach-based unhealthy region of Citrus leaf detection system. This system consists of several image processing phases that include conversion of RGB into different color space and image enhancement. Further, image segmentation is performed using the k-means clustering algorithm to identify the region of interest, and feature extraction. Furthermore, the SVM algorithm is employed to develop the classifier to detect the unhealthy region of the Citrus leaf [12] .
Ramakrishnan.M et al presented a Groundnut leaf disease detection system. This system is developed using the back propagation classification algorithm. Using this system, the ground nut disease namely cercospora is detected. In order to construct this system, the Groundnut leaf images are collected and these images are transformed from RGB to HSV. Then, the plane separation is performed and then the colour features are extracted. These features are used to develop the back propagation-based classifier for disease detection [13] .
Getahun Tigistu et al presented a flower disease detection system using artificial neural networks. Initially, the images are captured. Then, the images are segmented for identifying the region of interest (ROI). The Gabor feature extraction technique is used to extract the texture features from the region of interest. Then, artificial neural network algorithm is used to train the model with the extracted features to detect the diseased flower leaf [14] . Jobin Francis presented a pepper plant leaf disease identification method using soft computing technique. Initially, the image is acquired and the RGB color images are transformed into HSV color space. Then, the image segmentation is performed using the masking and thresholding. Further, the image features are extracted and the feed forward back propagation neural network is used for classification [15] . Moreover, Megha P Arakeri Copyright © 2018 MECS I.J. Information Technology and Computer Science, 2018, 9, 57-63 uses the image processing to conduct the analysis of late blight disease in tomato leaf [16] . The plant disease recognition system is also used for smart farming. Chit Su Hlaing et al presented a plant disease recognition system for smart farming. This system preprocesses the images and extracts the scale invariant feature transforms (SIFT) feature. Then, these features are given to support vector machine (SVM) to develop the classification model in order to recognize the plant disease. Moreover, the 10-fold cross validation method is used to evaluate the performance of this recognition system [17] . Shitala Prasad et al presented mobile phone based-leaf disease detection. In order to detect the leaf disease, the image is captured and the kmeans clustering is used for segmentation followed by classification [18] . The bag of visual words-based feature extraction technique is one of the image processing techniques. Mohammad Reza Zare et al presented an automatic medical X-ray image classification method using bag of visual words approach. This method extracts features with bag of visual words. Moreover, it uses radial basis function (RBF)-based support vector machine for classification [19] .
From these literatures, it is observed that many researchers developed different types of the plant disease system with different approaches for various plants. Moreover, the bag of visual words-based feature extraction technique is also used for image detection. Therefore, this paper presents a plant disease detection system for different plants by detecting the disease affected leaf of the plants.
III. PLANT DISEASE DETECTION SYSTEM
In order to develop the plant disease detection system, the images are collected from five plants namely Mango, Lemon, Eucalyptus, Neem, and Indian beech and image dataset is prepared as shown in Table 1 . Moreover, sample images from the image dataset are illustrated in Fig. 1 . Each image dataset is randomly split into two datasets namely training and test image datasets with equal number of affected and unaffected class labels as shown in Fig. 2 .
Fig.2. Preparation of training and test dataset
The features are extracted from the entire dataset as shown in the Fig. 3 . In order to extract the features, the key points are extracted from each image using the speeded up robust features (SURF) feature extraction method. The feature vectors are formed from the extracted key points. The K-means clustering is used for group the similar feature vectors and to form the vocabulary. Then, centroid of each cluster is collected and combined together that is known as visual words. Fig. 4 shows the feature vector representation for each image. In order to represent the feature vector from the image features are extracted from the collected images. Then, the approximate nearest neighbor algorithm is used to develop the feature histogram for each image with respect to the visual words. Then, the histogram value is considered as the feature vector. Fig. 5 shows the steps for development of classifier and evaluation. The training feature vectors are given to the classification algorithm namely support vector machine (SVM) and the classifier is developed. The test feature vectors are given to the classifier and the performance of the developed classifier is evaluated. 
A. Experimental Setup And Procedure
This presented plant disease detection system is implemented using the MATLAB R2015a software. Moreover, The Computer Vision System Toolbox is used for developing the presented system. In order to construct the detection system, the images are collected from the various plants and the image dataset is prepared as shown in Table 1 . Each dataset is split into training and test image datasets. The training image dataset is used to develop the detection system and the test image dataset is used to evaluate the performance of the detection system. Thus, each dataset is split with the following ratio: 80:20, 70:30, 60:40, 50:50 and 40:60. For example, 80:20 ratios represent that the particular dataset is split as 80 percentage of training dataset and the remaining 20 percentage is used as testing dataset.
B. Performance Evaluation
The performance of the plant disease detection system is evaluated in terms of accuracy, sensitivity or True Positive Rate (TPR), specificity or True Negative Rate (TNR). The accuracy, sensitivity and specificity are calculated using the confusion matric as shown in Fig. 6 obtained from the evaluation on the classifier. True positive (TP) represents the number of images that correctly detected images from the positive images (affected leaf images), true negative (TN) represents the number of images that are correctly detected images from the negative images (unaffected leaf images), false positive (FP) represents the number of images that are wrongly detected from the negative images (unaffected leaf images), false negative (FN) represents the number of images that are wrongly detected positive images (affected leaf images). Fig. 7 shows a sample confusion matrix for leaf detection. Moreover, Fig. 7 shows totally 100 positive images (affected leaf images) and 100 negative images (unaffected leaf images) are given to test the classification model and results in 94, 06, 00, 100 as TP, FN, FP and TN, receptively. Then, the accuracy, sensitivity, specificity are calculated from Equation (1) Table 2 and Fig. 9 show that the detection accuracy for each image dataset with respect to percentage test dataset. From Table 2 and Fig. 9 , it is obvious that the presented system gives more detection accuracy for the Mango image dataset compared to other image datasets except the 20 and 30 percentage of the test image dataset. The system gives less detection accuracy for the Neem image dataset except 40 percentage of the test image dataset. Moreover, there is no evidence or correlation among varying the number of images for test image dataset. Table 3 and Fig. 10 show the detection sensitivity for each image dataset with respect to percentage test dataset. From Table 3 and Fig. 10 , the presented system gives more detection sensitivity for the Indian beech image dataset compared to other image datasets except the 20 and 50 percentage of the test image dataset. The system gives less detection accuracy for the Neem image dataset except 20 and 60 percentage of the test image dataset.
Moreover, there is no evidence or correlation among varying the number of images for test image dataset. Table 4 and Fig. 11 show the accuracy value for each image dataset with respect to percentage test dataset. From Table 4 and Fig. 11 , the presented system gives more detection accuracy for the Eucalyptus image dataset compared to other image datasets except the 30 percentage of the test image dataset. The system gives less detection accuracy for the Neem image dataset except 40 percentage of the test image dataset. Moreover, there is no evidence or correlation among varying the number of images for test image dataset. This paper presented a plant disease detection system using the bag of visuals words method. In order to develop this system, the images were collected from various plants and the features are extracted from the images. Support vector machine (SVM) was used to develop the classifier and to detect the affected leaf to identify the disease of the plant. Moreover, the performance of the plant disease detection system is evaluated in terms of accuracy, sensitivity and specificity. From the performance evaluation, it is identified that the presented system performs better for identifying the diseased plants.
